HCC Free Quick Math Prep Sessions
A review before taking the Math Placement Test

The Quick Math Prep Class provides students with a review of Basic Math to College Algebra for the Mathematics Placement Test (MPT). Students will review questions that are commonly found on the placement test. The three areas of preparation classes are Basic Math, Elementary Algebra and Intermediate Algebra that students can take before taking the Mathematics Placement Test. The class can help students place into higher or out of developmental mathematics (DM).

Ideal for students who want to improve their math scores in the HCC College Placement Test, improve their class performance, and/or plan to take upcoming developmental math (DM) courses.

An Intensive review in Basic Math, Elementary Algebra, and Intermediate Algebra to prepare students for the Mathematics Placement Test (MPT) or enrollment in a developmental math course. Integrated are math study skills, homework assignments, and assessments as part of the review. The classes will be held for nine days.

Alternative Preparations
Math Mini Prep Program (August 6 – 16, 2019)

Ideal for students who want to improve their math scores in the HCC College Placement Test, improve their class performance, and/or plan to take upcoming developmental math (DM) courses.

An Intensive review in Basic Math, Elementary Algebra, and Intermediate Algebra to prepare students for the Mathematics Placement Test (MPT) or enrollment in a developmental math course. Integrated are math study skills, homework assignments, and assessments as part of the review. The classes will be held for nine days.

How to register for Prep Classes and Sessions
+ Program directors/coordinators/advisors/admission counselors can sign up students for the Math Mini Prep classes by accessing the registration sheets on Google Drive.
+ Sign-up in the Math Center, Don 246, or the CAPS Office, Don 240.
+ OR Sign-up online at the Math Center page on the HCC website.

For more information, please call the Math Center at 413.552.2011, 413.552.2596 or 413.552.2552.